


Sienna (Volume G) is an additional Volume for Sienna (Volume A).

It is mandatory that Sienna (Volume A) is installed on your computer for this additional pack to be used.

About Sienna
 
Sienna is an Acqua plug-in suite in VST, AU, AAX formats. It represents an ambitious project that took a 
lot of time in design and development, but that time, which we willingly spent, has repaid us consider-
ably given the incredible results achieved, which will completely change the way people mix on the go.
 
The outcome of this effort is one of the most extensive and rich plugins that Acustica has ever created.
 
It recreates the same listening experience as if you were mixing in top-tier studios, mastering in audio-
phile-grade rooms, or playing back your tracks on HI-FI systems, car stereos, boomboxes, and more, 
all through your headphones.

Please consult the following manuals for more info:

Sienna Rooms - Reference manual
https://app.box.com/s/ef54na9yt5jfkchbfsxpm9bnec69mct6

Sienna Guru
https://app.box.com/s/jogjshpefy45cvb94y6r6qfklnbx1xlp

What you get – Volume G Package content

Sienna Volume G includes 4 Studio rooms, 5 studio monitor speaker sets and 2 different sam-
pled Sound diffusion systems for a total of 11 emulations derived from the accurate sampling of 
one of the best facilities in Europe for the Audio Pro, the Prime Studio.
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System  Requirements



Details

Prime Studio is a recording, mixing and post-production studio located in the beautiful Austrian Alps. 
The studio’s clients thrive off its inspiring location, light and airy spaces and first-rate equipment specs. 
We have had the pleasure and good fortune to sample 4 studio rooms and several speakers, as a result 
with Sienna G you will be able to immerse yourself, anywhere you are, in one of the best facilities in Eu-
rope for the Pro Audio.

• G01 Studio: Prime Studio A

Studio A offers you the perfect environment for music and film productions. Provided with two sur-
round monitoring systems, you are free to work in different formats including classical stereo at the 
flick of a switch with their THX© pm3 Certified mix studio, fitted with THX pm3 Approved equip-
ment. The workflow is a combination of high end analogue & digital equipment. The centerpiece 
of this studio room is a classic vintage British desk (144 channels in mixdown) with total recall. 

This room includes the following emulations:
  
1. [G01 Studio: Prime Studio A] ATTIK 45: An emulation of an High-performance 3-way compact 
active loudspeaker equipped with a custom-designed 3” mid-range driver for added clarity in the mid-
range, plus two 6” bass drivers, a unique 1” dual-suspension tweeter, and three dedicated amps to 
accurately recreate audio signals -  Frequency Range 42 Hz - 25 kHz - Max. SPL 112 dB @ 1 m - Driv-
er_sizes - HF: 1″ dual-suspension ‘S-spec’ / MF: 3″ soft dome / LF: 6.5″ short-coil carbon paper cone.
 
2. [G01 Studio: Prime Studio A] ATTIK 45 (Console): The same High-performance 3-way com-
pact active loudspeaker of the previous emulation but with one major difference. In this ‘Console’ ver-
sion, unlike the previous one, the signal does not just pass through the monitor controller but also 
passes through the line input of the British vintage console consequently capturing  the behavior of its 
transformers.
 
3. [G01 Studio: Prime Studio A] THX (Console) Surround: An emulation of the Prime Studio 
THX© system in 5.1, fitted with THX pm3 approved equipment. The THX certified system has 4 rooms 
“Center”, “Left”, “Side” and “Rear”. All four rooms were sampled as the EQ curves between the different 
speakers are different, as dictated by THX standards. The sampling process was carried out in a work-
manlike manner by maintaining the same gain of the preamp and the same attenuation on the monitor 
controller, so the levels of each speaker are those certified by THX. As for the previous emulation , this 
one is a ‘Console’ type therefore the signal does not just pass through the monitor controller but also 
passes through the line input of the British vintage console consequently capturing  the behavior of its 
transformers.
 
4. [G01 Studio: Prime Studio A] THX (Console) Stereo: This is an emulation of the Prime Studio 
THX© system, equipped with THX pm3 approved equipment. 
This Stereo version was derived from the original sampling. As with the previous emulation this is also a 
‘Console’ type so the signal does not just pass through the monitor controller but also passes through 
the line input of the vintage English console consequently capturing  the behavior of its transformers.
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• G02 Studio: Prime Studio B

The philosophy of  Prime Studio B is to give an opportunity to everyone to record and refine every nu-
ance of music by using highly sophisticated recording equipment without compromise, and completely 
analogue, shaping your sound with the sparkle of very rare, highly sought after and unique outboard 
equipment. The centerpiece of Studio B is the large-format version of the renowned modular control 
surface with 48 fader for Atmos mixing.
 
This room includes the following emulations: 
  
1. [G02 Studio: Prime Studio B] ATTIK 25 (Sub): An emulation of a three-way active studio monitor 
that gives you full range playback via a 6.5” woofer, 3” midrange, and a 1” dome tweeter. Amplitude 
Linearity (-2 dB): 74 Hz - 17 kHz. Cut-off Frequencies (-6 dB, free-standing): 47 Hz - 22 kHz. Disper-
sion: +/- 80° Coherent Horizontal, +/-10° Coherent Vertical. Max Continuous SPL (1 meter): 109 dB.  
Plus 2 x high-quality subwoofer  with single driver - Frequency Response: 25Hz to 150Hz - Sub Bass: 1 
x 250mm cone - Enclosure: bass reflex.
 
2. [G02 Studio: Prime Studio B] NAOS10 (Sub) : An emulation of probably the most famous and 
popular speakers in recording industry, with recapped & restored cross overs. This model is a 8-ohm 
two-way loudspeaker with a 10.4-litre sealed cabinet measuring 382 × 215 × 199 millimetres (15.0 × 
8.5 × 7.8 in) and weighing 6 kilograms (13.2 lb). The frequency range is quoted from 60 Hz to 20 kHz, 
and rated power handling is 25–50 W – Plus 2 x high-quality subwoofer with single driver - Frequency 
Response: 25Hz to 150Hz - Sub Bass: 1 x 250mm cone - Enclosure: bass reflex.
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•  G03 Studio: Prime Studio C

When it comes to the final touch of your productions, precision is indispensable. Therefore Studio C was 
constructed as a master control room, being acoustically separated from the main studio building. It is 
equipped with a customized surround 5.1 reference studio monitoring system built by a German manu-
facturer which is a unique precision instrument worldwide.
It offers you the highest fidelity, ensuring the most precise fine tuning of your productions.
Two legends of studio equipment, having already shaped the sound of uncountable stars so charis-
matically, are at your fingertips in this Studio, they are probably two of the best iconic vintage consoles 
ever built in the Pro Audio Market, that Pink Floyd have recorded “The dark side of the moon” on. Paul 
McCartney, Cure, Kate Bush and many others used this console model over the years.
 
This room includes the following emulations:  
  
1. [G03 Studio: Prime Studio C] SUBRA Custom: An emulation of a  5.1 system based on ultra high 
performance luxury custom loudspeakers handcrafted in Germany.
 
2. [G03 Studio: Prime Studio C] SUBRA Custom (Console): The same 5.1 system based on the 
ultra high performance luxury custom loudspeakers of the previous emulation but with one major dif-
ference. In this ‘Console’ version, unlike the previous one, the signal does not just pass through the 
monitor controller but also passes through the line input of the British vintage console of  Prime studio 
C consequently capturing  the behavior of its preamps.

3. [G03 Studio: Prime Studio C] SUBRA Custom (Console) Lin: The same 5.1 system based 
on ultra high performance luxury custom loudspeakers of the previous emulation, the signal passes 
through the line input (Console mode) but differently from the previous one, this is a ‘linearized’  version 
by Acustica to provide you with the highest possible quality.

PRIME STUDIO C
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•   G04 Studio: Prime Studio E

An ‘Extra’ studio, relatively small size, equipped with a Vintage British console, that musicians like Chi-
cago, Supertramp and Frank Zappa have recorded on.
 
This room includes the following emulations: 
  
1. [G04 Studio: Prime Studio E] ATTIK 25 (Sub) Console: An emulation of a three-way active stu-
dio monitor that gives you full range playback via a 6.5” woofer, 3” midrange, and a 1” dome tweeter. 
Amplitude Linearity (-2 dB): 74 Hz - 17 kHz. Cut-off Frequencies (-6 dB, free-standing): 47 Hz - 22 kHz. 
Dispersion: +/- 80° Coherent Horizontal, +/-10° Coherent Vertical. Max Continuous SPL (1 meter): 109 
dB.  Plus 2 x high-quality subwoofer  with single driver - Frequency Response: 25Hz to 150Hz - Sub 
Bass: 1 x 250mm cone - Enclosure: bass reflex.

This emulation is a ‘Console’ type therefore the signal does not just pass through the monitor controller 
but also passes through the line input of the British vintage console of this studio room consequently 
capturing  the behavior of its transformers.
 
2. [G04 Studio: Prime Studio E] NAOS10  Console : An emulation of probably the most famous and 
popular speakers in recording industry, with recapped & restored cross overs. This model is a 8-ohm 
two-way loudspeaker with a 10.4-litre sealed cabinet measuring 382 × 215 × 199 millimetres (15.0 × 
8.5 × 7.8 in) and weighing 6 kilograms (13.2 lb). 
The frequency range is quoted from 60 Hz to 20 kHz, and rated power handling is 25–50 W.
This emulation is a ‘Console’ type therefore the signal does not just pass through the monitor controller, 
but passes through the line input of the British vintage console of this studio room consequently cap-
turing  the behavior of its transformers.

PRIME STUDIO E
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Copyrights and Credits
 
All names, product names, logos and brands displayed on this document are the property of their re-
spective owners.
The content included in this manual such as graphics, icons, images, is the exclusive property of Acus-
ticaudio s.r.l. Or its content suppliers, and is protected by international copyright laws.
The information contained on our website may not be downloaded, modified, distributed, uploaded, or 
otherwise used without the express written consent of Acusticaudio S.r.l.

Acustica Audio is a trademark of Acusticaudio s.r.l.




